EOY Software Version 7.0 Updates (February 1, 2021)
Version 7.0 of the Spectrum End of Year (EOY) software contains the following new features:
1) Income Averaging Federal Set-Aside Designation Election
2) Expanded Ethnicity categories
3) Support for version 5.0 and 6.0 of the NAMHA LIHTC XML Data Transfer Standard used when
creating XML files in management software for import into the Spectrum EOY software.
1) Income Averaging Federal Set-Aside Designation
The Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2018, also known as the omnibus spending bill, made two changes to the
low-income housing tax credit (LIHTC). In addition to increasing the amount of LIHTC volume cap by 12.5
percent over the next four years, Congress created a new occupancy set-aside option known as “income
averaging” (IA).
In May of 2018 the IRS updated and published Form 8609

Setting or Changing Federal Set-Aside Designation
The Federal Set-Aside Election is set in the property
Displaying the Federal Set-Aside Election in the
screen.
Building Screen

Displaying the Federal Set-Aside Election on the Main application screen.
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Displaying and Working with the Federal Set-Aside Designation in the
Tenant Income Certification (TIC) Screen
During manual entry of certification data, the Federal Income Restrictions (Designation) election option that was
set in the Property screen sets the default value entered in the [H\Hold Meets Federal Income Restriction at:] in
the TIC screen when a new certification is created as follows:
20/50 ..........................Defaults to 50%
40/60 ............................Defaults to 60%
Income Averaging .......Defaults to no value. A % value must be manually entered
20/50 or 40/60 Elections
When the set-aside election is set to either 20/50% or 40/60% the selected election is automatically inserted into
new certifications whether the data is entered manually or via an XML file import. The election value (either 50%
or 60%) cannot be change at the certification level. As referenced above, you can only change the election at the
property level in the Property screen. If you do change the set-aside all existing certifications are updated to reflect
the change.
Income Averaging Election
When Income Averaging has been set for the property no set-aside value is inserted into new certifications when
manually entering data. If the XML import process is used the set-side values in the XML file will be brought into
the Spectrum database as presented.
20/50% or 40/60% AND Income Averaging Election in the same database
The Spectrum EOY software can accommodate the situation where an existing Spectrum EOY database that
started out with a 20/50% or 40/60% election and over time accumulated a multi-year event history is then
converted to using an Income Averaging election. It does this by allowing the set-aside value at the certification
level to be modified regardless of its original election.
Data Integrity
The ability to change back and forth after a conversion from a 20/50 or 40/60 to an Income Averaging Minimum
Set-Aside Election is meant to provide data integrity so that if for any reason a property converted in the database
to utilize an Income Averaging election must be re-set to the original 20/50 or 40/60 without original data being
lost.
For example, if an original unit certification had a set-aside election of 60% (based on a 40/60 Minimum SetAside Election) and was changed to 70% after the Property was set to use Income Averaging election that unit
certification of 70% would be restored to 60% when the Minimum Set-Aside election was switch back to 40/60.
Conversely, if a property was initially set up as Income Averaging and was changed to a 20/50 or 40/60
designation and then changed back at a later date to Income Averaging the certification elections would revert
back to their original value.
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EXAMPLES
20/50 or 40/60 Elections
The Spectrum TIC screen remains unchanged for Properties that are utilizing either a 20/50% or 40/60% election.

Income Averaging Elections
When a property is set up to use Income Averaging the traditional 60% and 50% checkboxes that indicated the
set-aside associated with Property and could not be changed here in the TIC screen are replaced with a singe drop
down control used to select an election percentage from 20% to 80% in 10% increments.
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Income Averaging Conversion
The following example shows a property that was originally designated as a 20/50% set-aside election.
Notice that “H\Hold Meets Federal Income Restriction at:” has changed:
FROM: 50% Designation

TO: 70% Income Averaging Designation

Expanded Ethnicity categories
Ethnicity categories have been expanded as follows:
Current Categories
1) Hispanic or Latino
2) Not Hispanic
3) Tenant Did Not Respond
Updated Categories
1) Hispanic or Latino
2) Not Hispanic or Latino
3) Puerto Rican
4) Cuban
5) Mexican, Mexican American, Chicano/a
6) Another Hispanic, Latino/a or Spanish Origin
7) Did Not Respond
Rules:

a) If any of the following are reported then Hispanic or Latino must also be reported.
Additionally, any one or more of the following may be reported.
- Puerto Rican
- Cuban
- Mexican, Mexican American, Chicano/a
- Another Hispanic, Latino/a or Spanish Origin

b) The following are mutually exclusive:
- Hispanic or Latino,
- Not Hispanic or Latino
- Did Not Respond
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FROM THIS

TO THIS

2) NAMHA LIHTC XML Data Transfer Standard Version

All versions of the NAMHA XML LIHTC Data Transfer Standard up to and including version 6.0 are
supported.
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